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1.You can implement complex server-side validation logic to the task form by using a custom  . 

A. data control 

B. managed bean 

C. EL script 

D. UI component 

Answer: B 
 
 

2.Identify one activity that is used to create a process hierarchy as a parent child relationship.? 

A. Sequence Flow 

B. Call Activity 

C. Service Task 

D. Send Task 

Answer: B 
 

 
3.Which two are true about project data objects? Select two. 

A. Any process in the project can access a project data object. 

B. The value of a project data object does not vary between processes. 

C. Project data objects can be only used as input arguments to a process. 

D. Project data objects can be used in data associations and expressions. 

Answer: A,D 
 

 
4.Where are the two places that you can see a visual representation of the path a running process has 

taken? Select two. 

A. BPM Workspace 

B. Enterprise Manager 

C. Process Composer 

D. JDeveloper MDS Explorer 

E. WebLogic Console 

Answer: A,C 
 

 
5.Which start event is allowed in a subprocess? 

A. Timer Start Event 

B. Boundary Event 

C. Message Start Event 

D. None Start Event 

Answer: D 
 

 
6.Which three tasks need to be accomplished to allow successful publishing of process metrics to BAM? 

Select three. 

A. setting BPM project preferences to enable BAM as a data target 

B. configuring the BAM Adapter on the SOA server 

C. updating the Enterprise Manager configuration for Disable Action 

D. importing BAM dashboards 

Answer: A,B,D 



 
 

 
7.Which two are predefined instance attributes that can be used in data associations and expressions? 

Select two. 

A. ActivationCount 

B. Component C. 

LoopCounter D. 

String Answer: 

A,C 
 

 
8.BPM capability maturity levels describe  . 

A. the capabilities of the BPM business analyst 

B. the length of time the BPM application has been in production 

C. the strategic and tactical levels of enterprise adoption of BPM 

D. BPM concepts, consistently applied, facilitating sharing and reuse 

Answer: C 
 
 

9.Which two features are provided by BPM Process Analytics? Select two. 

A. simulation for a BPM process 

B. easy-to-use process metric collection 

C. easy-to-use modeling tools 

D. custom reporting dashboards 

Answer: B,D 
 
 

10.A task form is generated as a (n)   . 

A. portlet that gets called in the BPM Workspace 

B. generic JSP page that is displayed in an I Frame in the BPM Workspace 

C. bounded task flow that is called by the BPM Workspace 

D. unbounded task flow that is called by the BPM Workspace 

Answer: D 
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